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Our Mission
To protect and enhance the quality of life of the citizens of the 

metropolitan San Antonio area by developing standards by which to 
certify newly constructed and existing structures to green standards, and 

to provide leadership, expertise, and education for the wise, efficient, and 
sustainable use of energy and resources.

Green Building Solar & EV Community Engagement



Background

• Founded by the City of San Antonio, Bexar County, & CPS Energy

• An Official Partner of the City of San Antonio

• The City’s Affordable Green Building Program 

• Designed Specifically for San Antonio

• Provide Unbiased Technical Expertise based in Building Science

• Focused on Adaptation, Resiliency, and Equity for San Antonio 





• Founded in 1718 (Over 300 Years Old!) 

• 7th Largest City in the US

• Population of 1.47 million

• Almost 1 million more people by 2050

• 65.7% Latino or Hispanic

• 17.6% below the national poverty line

• Number 6 in Solar in the US!

Understanding San Antonio



• San Antonio’s Climate Action & Adaptation Plan.

• Goal is to be Carbon Neutral by 2050.

• Mitigation & Adaptation in an Equity framework.  

• Adopted by City Council October 2019

www.SAClimateReady.org



Mitigate Emissions 
& Focus on Adaptation



Emissions are Not Enough



The Changing 
San Antonio Climate

More days of Extreme heat.
• In the coming years San Antonio will be subject to more days 

of 100+ degree high temps and higher low temps. This will 
stress our infrastructure and the materials that make up the 
home, as well as, raise the energy consumption needs of 
buildings to maintain comfort and health inside the building.

More Severe Weather
• As the global temperatures rise there will be a corresponding 

increase in severe storms that produce damaging winds, 
flooding, and more lightning. This will also be a stress to the 
rooves, windows and exterior cladding of San Antonio homes.

Greater periods of Drought and Floods   
• Based on climate models, San Antonio will have greater and 

more severe droughts as well as greater risks for severe 
flooding. These events will stress building foundations and the 
site around houses



• Discover Vulnerabilities

• Understand Historic Inequities

• Predict Future Impacts

Using Data as a Tool



Urban Heat Island



Tree Canopy



Household Income



Historic Redlining



Social Vulnerability



Climate Change disproportionately impacts vulnerable communities.
• Homes not ready extreme weather 
• Lack of access to funds or financing for retrofits
• Aging infrastructure

Understanding Impacts



Solar Potential

Image from Google Project Sunroof

Using Data to fill the Solar Desert



Data as a Tool for Social Equity

• The City of San Antonio created a public, online Equity Atlas to help 
ensure that the City is making data-informed decisions which actively 
address disparities. Maps relating to basic demographic indicators such as 
race, income, and language are used to understand trends and gaps, with 
a goal of utilizing these maps in making more equitable policy decisions. 

https://www.sanantonio.gov/Equity/Initiatives/Atlas


• Shift beyond energy efficiency to energy resilience

• Shift from water conservation to water security

• Protect the air & water inside the home from outside pollution

• Build with heat resistant & wind resistant materials

• Renewable Energy w/Battery Storage 

• Water Storage & Purification

• Preparedness Plan




